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What should ‘Applied Mathematics
and Statistics’ involve?

What should 'Applied Mathematics
and Statistics’ involve?
•

Rigorous analysis of models to establish results that go
beyond ‘just simulations’.

•

Work with biologists, social scientists, etc. in helping
them model and better understand the systems they
study.

•

Creation of new models that give an
abstract understanding of the world.

We should do
more of this!

What new models are you
thinking about, David?
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1. Implementation and simulation

This cellular automaton has three states and is simulated on a 2D N x N grid with
periodic
boundary
The rule for
this CA conditions
is as follows:(“wrap-around”). Each grid point corresponds to a
“neuron” and the grid thus forms a “brain”. The three neuronal states are ready (gree
on eachintime
colour
mystep,
model), firing (red) and resting (blue), and the rules for the CA are, as
specified in the project sheet:

a ready neuron fires on the next time step if it has 2 or more neighbours that are
on eachfiring
time step,
a firing neuron keeps firing on the next time step if it has 4 or more neighbours
that are firing, otherwise it goes to the resting state on the next time step
a ready neuron fires on the next time step if it has exactly two neighbors that a
a resting neuron remains resting (is “inhibited”) if it has 3 or more neighbours
firing
that are firing, otherwise it goes to the ready state on the next time step

a firing neuron goes to the resting state on the next time step
a resting
neuron in
goes
to the
ready
state on C
the
next
time
These rules
is expressed
Matlab
code
in appendix
(this
time
in step
explicit form, as
this was a bit simpler when doing the experiments).

The CA was implemented in Matlab, as a single script, and the source code is
I strongly recommend
a grid
size of
at least
100 xstraightforward,
100 in order to see
something
presented
in appendixusing
A. The
source
code
is fairly
containing
more interesting.
remarks
with brief explanations, and my intension was to make it as simple as
possible. It can be argued that that the update sequence, using vectorized matrix
One example
simulation
is presented
in figure
with grid
sizematrix
100 x 100.
operations
instead
of explicitly
checking
and7,setting
each
element [i.e. cell] is

der by increasing the disorder (entropy) of the compounds being
metabolized; or in the words of White et al. (1973):

in Figure 2, where three rules are allowed to digest a string with
a low entropy to binary strings with successively increasing entropy. This is the type of interactions we can expect in the model,
in particular at low γ when the strings are replenished at a low rate.
This figure also illustrates the fact that the CA-rules in general
make small changes to the food string during digestion. In fact
there is no CA-rule that can, in a single metabolic step, increase
the entropy of a fairly ordered string to the maximum attainable entropy. This is similar to individual metabolic reactions in

What new models are you
thinking about, David?

“Thus the order of the foodstuffs is altered through oxidation,
to maintain the high degree of order of the cell. The sum of
such processes in the organism may be presumed to comprise
a major fraction of the basal metabolic rate. If the supply of
food or oxygen ceases, the tendency toward equilibrium is not
counterbalanced, and the expected equilibria attained.”

This viewpoint is both common and well established.
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The transformation of binary food strings by three CA-rules. Only transformations that increase the entropy are shown and

they have been truncated at a metabolic depth of four. The number of possible transformations is greater for the three rules together
than for a single isolated rule suggesting the possible advantage of cross-feeding among the species in the model.
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What should 'Applied Mathematics
and Statistics’ involve?
•

Rigorous analysis of models to establish results that go
beyond ‘just simulations’.

•

Work with biologists, social scientists, etc. in
helping them model and better understand the
systems they study.

•

Creation of new models that give an abstract
understanding of the world.

Rules of motion

Using data to fit models

Herbert-Read et al. (2011) PNAS

Bayesian methods

Mann et al. (2013) Journal of Royal Society Interface; other papers

The modelling cycle
Observe global
pattern

Theory-driven
explanation

Simulate individual
level model

Experiment on
individual-level

(reproduce global
level?)

Sumpter et al. (2012) Journal of Royal Society Interface Focus

Can you tell the difference
between real and simulated fish?

Get playing!
http://www.collective-behavior.com/apps/fishgame

Herbert-Read et al. (2015) Biology Letters

Can people tell the difference
between real and simulated fish?

Herbert-Read et al. (2015) Biology Letters

Fig. 3. The spatial distribution of pedestrians’ locations (Upper) and gaze-following behavior (Lower) within the 10 (horizontal) × 8-m (vertical) ﬁlming
region. For illustrative purposes, this area was subdivided into 50-cm2 boxes, where blues indicate low density, reds indicate high density, and vectors represent the averaged course of pedestrian ﬂow in each box. The white arrows represent the location of the stimulus group and direction of gaze. Data
presented are the mean for all replicates for each of three group sizes: (A) one, (B) ﬁve, and (C) nine.

mostly stationary, waiting for information about train departures/
arrivals. Two male confederates were asked to stand within the
crowd for 60 s and instructed to act either naturally (as if they
were waiting for somebody within the crowd; control) or in suspicious/irregular manner (experimental; one member sketched
a map of the environment and took notes on a pad of paper, and
the other member held a video camera at waist level and engaged
in apparent covert ﬁlming of the environment, although they were
not actually recording the scene). Therefore, unlike the previous
study, members of the stimulus group were not facing in any one
direction, and here, we were interested in the pedestrians’ visual
orientation in response to the location of these individuals. Nine
replicates of each condition were performed in the same spot of
both locations, and the motion and head direction of surrounding
pedestrians was tracked (Fig. 4 and Fig. S3).
The stimulus used in these experiments was relatively inconspicuous compared with the ﬁrst experiment, where individuals remained completely still and maintained a direct upward
gaze. As a result, visual orientation in response to the stimulus
group was not detectable at distances exceeding ∼2 m from its
centroid (Fig. 5). Thus, in our analysis, we consider only those

density and the walking speed of pedestrians were initially included as covariates but were then removed after failing to
signiﬁcantly predict visual orientation to either control or sus-
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What should 'Applied Mathematics
and Statistics’ involve?
•

Rigorous analysis of models to establish results that go
beyond ‘just simulations’.

•

Work with the work of biologists, social scientists, etc. in
helping them model and better understand the systems
they study.

•

Creation of new models that give an abstract
understanding of the world.

Three (ridiculously) big
questions
•

What defines an ecosystem?

•

Where does self-replication come from?

•

How can we create a form of Artificial Intelligence?

Can we build abstract models that help us think
about those problems?

What defines an ecosystem?
Consume available resources

Fragility and System collapse
Liu & Sumpter (2016) Journal of Royal Society Interface

Reciprocal cross-feeding

Stability and biodiversity

Liu & Sumpter (2016) Journal of Royal Society Interface

Underlying dynamical
system

Results described
based on stochastic
(Gillespie algorithm)
simulation
Liu & Sumpter (2016) Journal of Royal Society Interface

1, Consumes available
resources

2-metabolite system
s11: 1 + 1 → 2

s12: 1 + 2 → 1

Liu & Sumpter (2016) Journal of Royal Society Interface

s22: 2 + 2 → 1 + 1

Species loops
2s11 + s22:
1+ 1 + 1 + 1 + 2 +
2→2+2+1+1

1+1→∅

s11 + s12:
1+ 1 + 1 + 2
→2+1

1+1→∅

2, Reciprocal cross-feeding

3-metabolite system
Reciprocal cross-feeding is
a common evolutionary outcome,
which evolves in a number of stages,
and many transitional species are involved.

3, Robust yet fragile

The evolved ecosystems are often
“robust yet fragile”, with
keystone species required to
prevent the whole system from
collapsing.

4, Stability and biodiversity

9-metabolite system
Non-equilibrium dynamics and chaotic patterns
are general properties, readily generating rich biodiversity.
Liu & Sumpter (2016) Journal of Royal Society Interface

Explaining ecosystem properties
Consume available resources

Fragility and System collapse
Liu & Sumpter (2016) Journal of Royal Society Interface

Reciprocal cross-feeding

Stability and biodiversity

Where does selfreproduction come from?

Formose reaction

Replication of
viruses

Where does selfreproduction come from?

that: Is it
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e decrease
energy as
thalpy, T
r the selfcule 2:

Origins of complex
reproduction?

there is a chemical reaction system composed of the following
low-barrier reactions, given an infinite reservoir of resource
molecules 1 but nothing else. The first three reactions constiA self-replicating system
(i.e., formose reaction Eq. (2)):

A self-replicating system:
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Fig. 3. Time series of Gibbs energy of the self-replicating system Eq. (3). We
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reaction pair to be a reaction and its corresponding reverse
reaction.
Each type of molecule i has its own standard Gibbs energy
of formation G¶i . Then, as illustrated in Fig. 1, a reaction is

where by adding up these low-barrier reactions, all molecules
are cancelled out. As a consequence, one cannot find proper
Gibbs energy for each molecule such that each reaction above
is spontaneous. We are only interested in physically possible
systems.
Kinetics. We now specify a general model for kinetics of our

chemical system, under the following assumptions: (1) All
molecules are ideally gaseous; (2) The whole system is kept at
constant pressure and temperature; (3) Any possible reaction is
elementary. The derivation follows the rate law and transition
state theory (36). Here we cover the key points, and a full
derivation in given in SI section S1.
For any synthesis reaction i + j æ i + j, the reaction rate
in unit s≠1 is
“+ij = — exp(≠Ÿ G‡+ij ) · Ni · Nj /(S + N )

where the subscript +ij stands for the synthesis reaction, — and
Ÿ are constants, Ni is the number of molecules i in the system,
Nj is the number of j, S is the number of solvent molecules,
determining the global rate at which molecules interact, N is
the number of all the molecules except for solvent molecules,
and G‡+ij , as shown in Fig. 1, is defined as
G‡+ij =

;

Âij ,
Âij + G¶i+j ≠ (G¶i + G¶j ),

if G¶i + G¶j > G¶i+j
if G¶i + G¶j 6 G¶i+j

Fig. 1. Diagram of Gibbs energy of formation for a synthesis reaction i + j æ i + j .
¶
¶
(a) For the case that the synthesis reaction is spontaneous, i.e., G¶
i + Gj > Gi+j .
¶
¶
(b) For the case that it is non-spontaneous, i.e., G¶
i + Gj 6 Gi+j .

either spontaneous—meaning that the total standard Gibbs
energy of formation of the reactants is greater than that of
the products—i.e., G¶i + G¶j > G¶i+j , or non-spontaneous,
i.e., G¶i + G¶j 6 G¶i+j . If one reaction in a reaction pair is

“≠ij = — exp (≠Ÿ G‡≠ij ) · Ni+j

where the subscript
and
G‡≠ij

=

;

≠ij

stands for this decomposition reaction,

Âij ,
Âij + (G¶i + G¶j ) ≠ G¶i+j ,
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When implementing the model, we set values of Âij (positive
and finite) for each reaction pair and G¶i for each molecule.
Together, these give a unique value for G‡+ij .
Likewise, for any decomposition reaction i + j æ i + j, the
reaction rate in unit s≠1 is

if G¶i+j > G¶i + G¶j ,
if G¶i+j 6 G¶i + G¶j .
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A lot of details to think about

Due to the fact that the transition state of a reaction pair
i + j æ i + j and i + j æ i + j is identical, by setting Âij
both G‡+ij and G‡≠ij are uniquely determined. In addition,
by setting Âij large or small, we can easily make the reaction
pair low-barrier or high-barrier.
Simulation of dynamics. We take the citric acid cycle Eq. (1)

as an example to illustrate how to set up the simulation
experiment.
(1) Set up all the constants. Assume that the constant
pressure the system is kept at is 100 kP a and the constant
temperature is 298.15 K, so we obtain that — ¥ 6.21◊1012 s≠1

How can we create a form of
Artificial Intelligence?

Silver et al. (2015) Nature

Convolutional Neural
Networks

How can we create a form of
Artificial Intelligence?

How can we create a form of
Artificial Intelligence?

EARCH LETTER

Convolution

Convolution

1 | Schematic illustration of the convolutional neural network. The
of the
architecture
explainedNature
in the Methods. The input to the neural
Minh
et al.are(2015)
k consists of an 84 3 84 3 4 image produced by the preprocessing

Fully connected

Fully connected
No input

symbolizes sliding of each filter across input image) and two fully connected
layers with a single output for each valid action. Each hidden layer is followed
by a rectifier nonlinearity (that is, maxð0,xÞ).

How can we create a form of
Artificial Intelligence?

Minh et al. (2015) Nature
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Artificial Intelligence?
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Figure 3 Comparison of the DQN agent with the best reinforcement
learning methods15 in the literature. The performance of DQN is normalized
with respect to a professional human games tester (that is, 100% level) and
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outperforms competing methods (also see Extended Data Table 2) in almost all
the games, and performs at a level that is broadly comparable with or superior
to a professional human games tester (that is, operationalized as a level of

Don’t (just) analyse this model!
Create your own model.

What should 'Applied Mathematics
and Statistics’ involve?
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Rigorous analysis of models to establish results that go
beyond ‘just simulations’.

•

Work with biologists, social scientists, etc. in helping
them model and better understand the systems they
study.

•

Creation of new models that give an
abstract understanding of the world.

We should do
more of this!
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Ecosystems and Life: Yu Liu (Ernest)
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